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Fire prevention week
from October 6 to October 12, 2013

Halloween
at Tamaracouta Scout Camp 
on October 26, 2013.

499 chemin TamaracoutaGet your costumes ready!

“Journées de la culture” on September 27, 28 and 29, 2013!

Protect yourself against fires in the home

http://www.securitepublique.gouv.qc.ca/en/securite-incendie/prevenir-incendie/semaine-prevention-incendies.html

OTE

When the alarm goes, 

 
we go! 

Autumn Walk
Take advantage of fall and do some hiking 
on October 5, 2013. Departure will be at 
Tamaracouta Scout Camp.

“Les Journées de la culture”, three days of interactive 
activities, discovery and appreciation of arts and 
culture, offered free to the public throughout 
Quebec.

The 2013-2014 flu vaccination campaign

will take place in Argenteuil 
next November and December.

Details page 16
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Dear citizens,
 
The mandate you entrusted me with in November 2009 is coming to a close. During these four (4) years, I’ve tried, with the 
help of council members, to answer the expressed needs and to inform you as clearly as possible on the work being 
accomplished.

One subject in particular was on your minds: “the roads upkeep and refurbishing”, which you rightly judged to be in very 
poor shape. Work being limited to essential needs and accumulated delays in revitalizing these infrastructures had 
contributed to their deterioration over the years. Thus, we needed to adjust our aim and step on the gas in order to meet 

your expectations. Which is what we did, and you have noticed.

We have greatly improved our public works service by hiring new personnel and by acquiring equipment to improve the 
efficiency of our operations. We have invested nearly three (3) million dollars during the last four (4) years. Much remains to 
be done and we wanted to go further, but a sufficient number of citizens mobilized themselves twice to counter these 
projects. 

We have come back to “Start” and nothing has been resolved. The problems you have brought up are still there and, once 
again, have been postponed indefinitely. Meanwhile, the state of the roads will continue to deteriorate and maintenance 
costs will increase. 

Also take into account the low rate for loans that presently prevails and the consequences on your assets as well as on the 
municipality’s development of a road network in poor shape. Regarding these last points, let’s think about the effects of a 
source of taxes for the municipality when new residents move in and the negative influence on the market value of your 
home when your area becomes less appealing.

Very often, one tends to be pulled along without analyzing in depth the long-term consequences of one’s actions. I took 
road infrastructures as an example, but many important files for the vitality of your municipality are on the table and 
decisions will need to be taken very shortly. These files are part of the plan that I have already put forth to you.  

How will you act the next time you will be called upon to decide? 

Will you bring a positive contribution to a proposition aiming to settle a problem sapping everyone’s quality of life or will 
you choose to ignore reality, again postpone the deadlines and have nothing settled?

Do you wish to grow while creating an interesting living environment for a changing population or simply let yourself be 
guided by the day-to-day, forgetting the need to foresee and renew oneself?    

It is important for the municipality’s vitality that the supporters and opponents each express their views. At this point, 
only the opponents have made themselves known and are controlling the discussions. It would be desirable that the silent 
majority also rise and express themselves on the subjects having an impact on the municipality’s future. 

The time has come to reflect on these questions!    

Yvon Samson, Mayor

WORD from the MAYOR
September 2013 Edition
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INFORMATION ON THE 2013 GENERAL ELECTION 

OTE

General municipal elections – November 3, 2013 

The Ministry of Municipal Affairs, Regions and Land Occupancy (MAMROT) suggests a 
complete guide for citizens who would like to become candidates at the municipal elections 
next November 3. Consult the Quebec Municipal column on our website under the 2013 
municipal elections tab.

Elections guide
The Quebec group of women’s regional tables’ network has launched the campaign “I’m 
trying in 2013”. Anchored in all of Quebec’s 
regions, this campaign invites all women to run 
for office in large numbers during the next 
municipal elections. To consult this article in its 
entirety, consult our website under the 2013 
municipal elections tab.

ÉLECTIONS MUNICIPALES 

Do your changes of address with six (6) ministries 
in one single step: 
 
http://www4.gouv.qc.ca/EN/Portail/Citoyens/Evenements/changement
-adresse/Pages/accueil.aspx

DGEQ’s electoral list - Have you recently moved in? 
Are you properly enrolled on the DGEQ’s list (Chief 
electoral officer of Quebec)? You can check with the 
DGEQ at 1-888-353-2846 or at info@elections.qc.ca .

In view of the fact that, for the first time, we will have to open 4 polling stations on election day November 3, 2013, 
thanks to the increasing number of voters and the number of potential ballots during a general election, we ask 
you to take note of the dates and locations where the voting areas will be set up for the November 2013 general 
election:

Advanced poll: October 27, 2013 - Strong room at 1262 chemin de Mille-Isles

Polling day: November 3, 2013 - Jackson Dodds camp at 355 chemin Tamaracouta, Mille-Isles

Board of revision - Municipal building at 1262 chemin de Mille-Isles (reception)

 • October 15, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
 • October 16, from 1 p.m. to 10 p.m.
 • October 21, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

ELECTORAL STAFF – RECRUITING

We are building a database of names for positions on the electoral staff. If you want to join our team, please 
contact Ms. Chrystine Slight at 450 438-2958. Positions are available for election day, November 3.
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2013 MILLE-ISLES CELEBRATION 
Mille-Isles Celebration was held last August 10 and, fortunately, the sun was there. The municipality of Mille-Isles wants to thank all the 

volunteers that took part in organizing this day because without them, holding the celebration would not have been possible. Thanks 

also to all the sponsors such as the Argenteuil MRC, the Morin-Heights IGA, Mister Roland Richer member of the National Assembly for 
Argenteuil, the Sureté du Québec and Staples of Saint-Jérôme.

This year, the return of the inflatable game and the climbing wall were greatly appreciated as well as the new “make-up for all”. The 
recurring attractions also had a high participation rate; we even had to extend the time allotted to the potato sack race. With the tug of war, 
the citizens can boast having flatly beaten our firemen and this, despite the help from the SQ. One can say that the young people and less 
young were happy to have had a chance to ride in a fire truck and in a police cruiser, besides being able to say that they once sprayed a 

fireman!!!

Congratulations to all our participants 
and winners! This year, the sandcastle 
contest’s winning team is team 

number 16, made up of Abraham 

Ripeau, Matteo Rivaud and Nathalie 

Gagné. The winner of the bicycle 

given away by the Sûreté du Québec 

is Mia Bordeleau.

“LAURENTIAN CRE” CONFERENCES
The two conferences presented by the “Laurentian CRE” held on June 14, 2013 were on setting up a 
lake association and on the Network of voluntary lake surveillance. Many exchanges, experience 
sharing and discussions arose between the participants, who showed a lot of interest in the different 
subjects. 

Thanks to Mrs. Mélissa Laniel, speaker and project leader for “Bleu Laurentides”, for having come to 
our municipality. Even though we were but a few, the participants greatly appreciated the 
conferences; we hope the information will be broadcasted and shared, producing a bandwagon 
effect. 

The Mille-Isles Celebration album is now online at  www.mille-isles.ca .

You wish to be part of the public interest message mailing list coming from the Mille-Isles municipality?

Note that the number of e-mails sent out varies from one week to the next. The aim is to reach the most citizens possible when general 
information must be broadcast throughout the territory. To avoid having e-mails that are too bulky, we often suggest internet links that 
will directly lead you to the information, such as: public notices, website updates, recreational or community activity, public meeting or 
information day to come, various statements, in-house survey and any other public interest message. A link towards an English page will 
be proposed if the information for broadcasting is available in English. Enroll in great numbers!

MILLE-ISLES MUNICIPALITY’S PUBLIC INTEREST MESSAGE MAILING LIST –  HOW TO ENROLL?

Simple; enroll online by clicking on 
the icon at the right of the screen

You will receive a greeting message confirming that 
you have been added to the mailing list.

Happy summer ending and see you next year!
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LAURENTIANS FILM AND TV COMMISSION 
Since 1997, the Laurentians Film and TV Commission (officially known as the BCTL - Bureau du cinéma et de la 
télévision des Laurentides) has evolved into an incontrovertible point of reference for the domestic and 
international film and TV industry.

If you are interested, please contact us at info@filmlaurentides.ca

You can have a look at our website for more details about our activities and mandate : www.filmlaurentides.ca as well as our Facebook 
page (in French only) www.facebook.com/filmlaurentides .

0 TOLERANCE POLICY

Source : http://www.admq.qc.ca/actualites/nouvelle-details/?id=222

We are always looking for new locations to add in our digital photo library :
 
 • Waterfront isolated shacks or big houses/cottages by lake • Heritage / historical houses
 • Stylized "open-concept" houses • Manors
 • Abandonned buildings  (houses, farms, factories, churches, etc.) • Warehouses (with high ceilings, at least 24 feet high) 
 • Quarries, mines, tunnels  • Caves, cliffs
 • Breathtaking sceneries • Uncropped fields
 • Farm buildings

(TEXT PROVIDED BY THE BCTL)
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Mice

If you hate the mice that have taken up quarters within your walls, remember, before setting up traps, 
that these little mischievous animals, smarter than you think, can easily track human odours. Wear 
rubber gloves when preparing the traps. And, if you catch a mouse, wash and rinse the trap well after 
having thrown away the dead mouse, as its odour will be quickly detected by its fellow creatures. 

If you know the hideout of the little mouse that’s been haunting your indoors, liberally shake red 
pepper or even black pepper grains around the area you’ve detected. It will quickly move out. You may 
also leave about many cotton balls soaked in eucalyptus essential oil. Mice hate this odour as well as 
that of fresh mint.

Ladybugs

Since a few years, they are plentiful and want to invade our homes in the fall because they are looking for a 
passageway to spend a warm winter. To prevent a massive invasion, insulate your doors and windows: check for 
holes in the screens and fix them.

Install screens in front of air vents and other types of openings enabling air circulation. Use a vacuum cleaner to 
catch ladybugs. Don’t forget to throw out the vacuum cleaner bag; otherwise, these little pests will be back in 
full force and you’ll have to call upon an exterminator.

Umbrella

Instead of throwing away your umbrella which has become unstitched from 
its framework, you can repair it by using waxed dental floss. This very resistant 
thread can face up to all kinds of weather.

Batteries

If you notice at the last minute that your batteries are looking flat, rub their positive (+) terminal on a 
piece of carpet or even on your pants for five minutes. There you go. Your batteries are recharged for 
a short period.

Cracking wooden floor

Sprinkle talcum and help the powder penetrate as much as possible between 
the floor or step slats which are cracking. Walk heavily or get into a little dance 
so the powder penetrates well into all the openings.

If there is a more obvious crack between the slats which is causing the cracking, 
run a slightly humid bar of soap in the crack so as to insert a small quantity of 
soap that will, when drying, fill out the space.

ECO TIPS 9 – VARIOUS TIPS FOR AUTUMN

Source: L'ABC des trucs de Madame Chasse-taches, Louise Robitaille, Les éditions Publistar
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Again this year, we are continuing our work within the framework of the conservation strategy of the municipality’s natural habitats. 
Having performed the territory’s inventory during the preceding year, this year will have enabled working on certain conservation 
concepts and ideas as well as on setting-up of a conservation strategy in collaboration with a committee tasked to ensure the 
monitoring of this undertaking. Certain landowners have indeed already shown some interest in taking part in the planning of 
conservation corridors so as to ensure biodiversity and accrued conservation of the environment. The committee’s final line-up should 
be completed from now till mid-October. 

CONSERVATION STRATEGY OF NATURAL HABITATS WITH HIGH ENVIRONMENTAL VALUE

We will be taking advantage of this week to do a large collection of skates. You can bring in your still-usable 
skates to the municipal office, 1262 chemin de Mille-Isles. We would like to pick up enough pairs of skates 
to establish a loan, exchange or donation system at the skaters’ shack during the skating rink’s opening 
hours for the 2014 season.

GARBAGE REDUCTION WEEK IN QUEBEC – OCTOBER 19 TO 27, 2013

NEHCV committee
To carry out a follow-up and to ensure the continued existence of the Protection strategy of natural environments with 
high-conservancy value (NEHCV), the municipality is presently looking for citizens wishing to involve themselves with this process, 
who care for the biodiversity’s improvement and who have as a shared objective the protection and conservancy of our natural 
environments. 

Please get in touch with Mr. Champagne by e-mail to show your interest in becoming a member of the future NEHCV committee at 
ychampagne@mille-isles.ca.

ARGENTEUIL’S NEW SORTING CENTRE

New recovery centre in Argenteuil for construction, renovation 
and demolition materials, opened since last May 21. 

Accepted products are:
 • Asphalt, Concrete, Bricks, Stones
 • Asphalt shingles
 • Wood
 • Cardboard, Paper
 • Gypsum
 • Ferrous and non-ferrous metals
 • Plastics

Look into it and reserve your container for your work!

Opening hours: 
Monday to Thursday: 7 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.  
Friday: 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Saturday: 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
435 Montée Cushing, Brownsburg-Chatham  J8G 1B9  
450-566-8000 www.centredetriargenteuil.ca

Take part in the challenges and register starting now at http://www.sqrd.org/.
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The municipal ecocenter is now open. Located at 40 Sideline road (the dump site), the ecocenter will accept a wide variety of materials. 
This service is free for all residents of Gore as well as for residents of Wentworth and Mille-Isles. Here is the list of materials accepted at 
the ecocenter:

The opening of the ecocenter is scheduled for mid-June. Before coming over, get in touch with Mathieu Madison, environment and 
sustainable development inspector for the municipality of the Township of Gore, at 450-562-2025, extension 32. The opening hours are 

Wednesdays, Saturdays and Sundays from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM.

ECOCENTER GOOD NEIGHBORS

How can I find salvage dealers, recyclers and recycling waste handlers in my region?

Perform a search on RECYC-QUEBEC’s site at www.recyc-quebec.gouv.qc.ca under the tab “Repertoires” or simply follow this link 
http://www.recyc-quebec.gouv.qc.ca/client/fr/repertoires/rep-recuperateurs.asp .
 
You can perform a search by business, by region or by material and finally find 
answers to these questions: Where? How? and What?

Note: the information is presently online under the tab

RECYC-QUEBEC INFORMATION

(TEXT PROVIDED BY THE MUNICIPALITÉ DU CANTON DE GORE)

Construction, renovation and demolition materials:

 • Wood and wood materials;
 • Aggregates (asphalt, concrete, bricks and stones);
 • Metals;
 • Shingles, gypsum and others.

Products of information and communication technologies:

 • Desktop computers, laptops, tablets and accessories;
 • Display devices (TV, screens);
 • Printers, copiers, fax machines, multifunction devices;
 • Video games and gaming consoles;
 • Phones, answering machines, cell phones and pagers;
 • DVD or VHS players and recorders.

Household hazardeous waste:

 • Household paints and containers, including aerosols;
 • Oil, filters and containers including aerosols;
 • Compact fluorescent lamps and fluorescent tubes;
 • Primary and secondary household batteries.

Used tires WITHOUT RIMS.

Mrs. Nathalie Bouchard, environment supervisor, is keeping up her tours around the municipality’s lakes. The “I win my shoreline strip” 
contest was set up to encourage and reward owners maintaining or considerably improving the state of their shoreline strip. All the 
municipality’s waterside properties will be visited at least once during the year and, according to the qualifications established by Mrs. 

Bouchard and depending on last year’s data, the eligible properties will automatically be registered for the contest. Following this, the 
winner will be drawn randomly.

The winning owner will be offered a flat sum of $3,500 to perform planning and revegetation work on the shoreline strip. The 2013 

drawing will occur at the end of October 2013 and the winner will be directly contacted.

Good luck to all green shoreliners!

“I WIN MY SHORELINE STRIP” 2013 CONTEST
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2013 MUNICIPAL ROAD WORK

The 2013 infrastructure work being performed by the Uniroc company, consisting of 
refurbishing the roadway structure and improving surface drainage on chemin Scraire 
and chemin du Lac-Robert, should be finished by the end of October 2013. Thank you 
for cooperating during this work period.

CLOSING OF THE BRANCH DEPOSIT SITE – WOOD CHIPS AVAILABLE

The branch deposit site located near the municipal garage on chemin Black is now closed. It had 
been set up after the wind storm last July 19; in view of the many citizens having used this service, the 
municipality is considering reopening it next spring.

Branches are now shredded and turned into chips. If you wish to obtain chips for your landscaping 
and terrace, please get in touch with the reception at 450-438-2958, extension 2600, and leave your 
name, address and phone number. We will let you know when you may come and pick some up for 
free.

Working Committees
- Positions available on the Leisure Committee

- Positions available on the Civil Security Committee

- Position available on the Urban Planning Advisory Committee

- Positions available on the NEHCV committee

To send in your application, you can
fill out the available form online and
at the municipal office.

More information relating to the available position on the Urban Planning Advisory Committee

We are presently looking for a volunteer member to sit on the Urban Planning Advisory Committee (UPAC).

 

  

Comment: In view of the confidential nature of the information the member will be exposed to, he will have to accept to sign a 
confidentiality agreement if he’s retained. A starting kit is given to all new members.

Persons wishing to propose themselves as members must send a short text explaining their motivation in becoming part of UPAC. A 
resumé may also be included with the letter but it is not absolutely required.

Forward everything to Louise Leblanc, municipal councillor, by e-mail: lleblanc@mille-isles.ca or to the following address:

Mille-Isles Municipality - 1262 chemin de Mille-Isles, Mille-Isles, Quebec  J0R 1A0

Position’s requirements:          • Aged 18 years or over and residing in Mille-Isles’ territory;

 • Available one or two nights a month; the meetings are mainly held on Monday nights;

 • Available, now and again, for certain studies;

 • Specific expertise in patrimony conservation, environment protection, etc. is an asset;

 • Understanding of written and spoken French.
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A DOCK RESPECTING THE ENVIRONMENT: IS IT POSSIBLE?     

Many norms were established to preserve the quality of the municipality’s lakes. When building a structure on a body of water, it is 
important that these be respected:

1. A maximum of one (1) dock or one (1) wharf or one (1) boat shelter is allowed per location;
2. Any authorized construction on the shoreline must be established within the limits of the targeted property (by extending the 

property’s lateral lines) by applying the by-law’s prescribed lateral setbacks;
3. The area of an authorized dock or wharf on the shoreline is set at twenty (20) square metres and includes the fixed and movable 

parts; The part attached to the shore must not exceed a width of two (2) metres on a distance of two (2) metres towards the centre 
of the water;

4. The use of preservatives to treat the wood against rot is not allowed (stain, paint, treated wood, etc.);
5. The use of dock floaters such as metal barrels or material subject to degrading, such as white polystyrene, is not allowed;
6. No structure may be erected on a dock except the necessary structure for building a boat shelter, with a maximum area of 

twenty-five (25) square metres;

BUT… WHAT CAN I DO???
First of all, before buying materials and starting the work, it is imperative to come and get a permit. What is more maddening than to 
start investing in a project and then having to start all over because it doesn’t respect regulations?

Then, to have a water-resistant dock, one must choose the right materials. The wood varieties that best resist rot and insects, like the 
western thuja, the sequoia, the cypress and the white cedar, are great choices (in that order) for constructing docks. These woods last 
and have an acceptable appearance for the dock’s platform. They cost more but last longer than the usual varieties. However, more 
robust wood is recommended for the permanent piles, like Douglas fir, hemlock and tamarack or black larch (in that order). 

To extend the life of a wooden dock, one must maintain good ventilation of all the parts above water. For example, a dock on pilings with 
the whole platform set above water enables excellent ventilation of the wooden parts. (Reference: Fisheries and Ocean Canada, Choosing the right 
materials)

Once all that’s done, you’ll be able to enjoy it with peace of mind and… relax!

FOLLOW-UP – UNDERTAKING FOR UPGRADING SEPTIC FACILITIES TO STANDARDS

This year again, we have continued our undertaking regarding the upgrading to standards of non-compliant septic facilities. 150 
properties therefore had their system assessed. This year’s compiling will be performed within the coming weeks and the required 
notices will then be sent out to the owners.

We are proud to let you know that following this year’s compiling, there will remain but approximately 200 properties to assess within 
all of the territory. Which is to say that within one to two years, all the properties of the municipality of Mille-Isles will have been assessed. 
This is about a sizable program that, once finished, will have contributed to improve the quality of our lakes, waterways and drinkable 
water.

BOOK OF MILLE-ISLER’S RECIPES

We will create a recipe book on the municipality’s 
Website which will include Mille-Islers’ best 
recipes. Please send your recipe with your name 
to: info@mille-isles.ca or at the following address: 
Mille-Isles Municipality, 1262 chemin de 
Mille-Isles, Mille-Isles, Quebec, J0R 1A0

MILLE-ISLES PHOTO ALBUM

Help us set up a Mille-Isles photo bank. Some pictures 
could be selected to appear in Info Mille-Isles or on the 
website! Send us your Mille-Isles pictures (landscape, 
family, activity, etc.) with details linked to the picture 
(address, date, people’s names, etc.) It is important to 
specify who took the photo! Thank you!
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YOU ARE THE FIRST IN LINE FOR YOUR SAFETY!

No one is immune from disasters and the examples are many. Whether it be the floods in Calgary, Toronto or St-Jean-sur-Richelieu or 
forest fires, not forgetting the tragic accident in Lac-Mégantic, we are all vulnerable.

In an emergency or disaster situation, it is up to you to perform the initial actions that will be the most determining in ensuring your 
own safety, that of your family and the protection of your possessions.

Prepare your family for an emergency situation: a Step-by-Step guide
 
Have you ever thought about how to prepare yourself for an emergency? How would you:
 • Take care of your family for 72 hours?
 • Get along without electricity or running water?
 • Communicate with your family and obtain information?

Did you know? Even though the majority of the population believes it’s important to have a plan and an emergency kit, very 
few Canadians have taken measures regarding this.
 
 Become aware of the three preparation Steps:
  • Know the risks;  • Prepare a plan;  • Have a kit!

Step 1 – Knowing the risks. Knowing one’s region.
 Even though the consequences of an emergency may be similar, you could 

better prepare yourself if you knew the risks specific to your region.

Here are some false ideas which nonetheless are commonly spread about: 
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PUBLIC SECURITY CAPSULE
YOU ARE THE FIRST IN LINE FOR YOUR SAFETY!

Step 2 – Prepare a plan
 As long as you don’t have a plan, you’re not ready!
  • Use your emergency preparation guide as a reference
  • Photocopy your plan
  • Keep copies of your plan in safe places which you will easily remember.

Step 3 – Have a kit
 To prepare for an emergency which could last 72 hours or more, what would you put in your kit? 
 Pre-packaged kits:  
  • The St. John Ambulance and Salvation Army joint kit may be purchased online at www.asj.ca as well as at retailers all 
    across Canada
  • It is possible to get the Canadian Red Cross kits at www.redcross.ca.

Adequate preparation will enable to minimize the impacts of a disaster and favour a quicker return to normal life. For more information, 
consult Mille-Isles’ internet site at the Public Security section.

INFORMATION ON OPEN-AIR FIRES

We remind you that open-air fires are prohibited within all the territory between April 1 and November 15, unless they are done in a 
fireplace equipped with a fireguard. Respecting this regulation is important as our municipality lies within a forest environment. We do 
not wish to face a forest fire.

If you wish to have your facility inspected for compliance purposes, write an e-mail to 
acharbonneau@mille-isles.ca or dial extension 2603 at the municipal office.

Before lighting a fire, we invite you to consult SOPFEU’s site which indicates, amongst other things, 

the region’s danger index in regards to fire propagation. http://www.sopfeu.qc.ca/index.php.

Tremblay family: floor plan
 • Emergency exits
 • Rallying area for the family
 • Evacuation routes from your sector
 • Making sure the handicapped are getting help

Plan for Felix the cat
 • Location of animal shelters or hotels accepting animals
 • Stash of water and animal food in the emergency kit
 • How will you transport your domestic animals?

Other useful tips:
 • Choose a resource person living outside the municipality
 • Make arrangements with friends or cultural centres
 • Try out the plan!
 • Review the plan once a year

Plan for specific needs
 • Health information records
 • Ready-to-go bag containing medication, 
   prescriptions and medical documents
 • Ensure that walkers, oxygen tanks and other 
   emergency accessories are portable and accessible
 • Personal support network

Plan for Jeanne and Robert Tremblay
 • School’s emergency policies
 • Up-to-date contact information of resource persons
 • Appoint resource persons and make sure the children 
   know how to communicate with them
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PREVENTION COMBINATION

THE HEALTH BENEFITS OF QUITTING

These are the changes that occur in the human body when a person stops smoking.

20 minutes
 • Blood pressure drops back to norma. 
 • Pulse rate slows down to normal. 
 • The temperature of the hands and feet warms up to normal. 

8 hours 
 • The amount of nicotine and carbon monoxide in the blood is halved. 
 • Cell oxygenation becomes normal. 

24 hours 
 • Carbon monoxide is completely eliminated from the organism. 
 • The lungs begin to reject smoke residues. 

48 hours 
 • Nicotine is completely eradicated from the system. 
 • The nerve ends begin to regenerate. 
 • The senses of taste and smell improve. 

72 hours 
 • The bronchial tubes relax, making it easier to breathe. 
 • Lung capacity increases. 
 • Energy level improves. 

2 weeks to 3 months 
 • Blood circulation improves. 
 • Walking becomes easier. 
 • Lung operation improves by up to 30%. 
 • In the case of a pregnant woman who quits during the first three months of her pregnancy, the chances of having an underweight 

baby are the same as for a woman who has never smoked. 

1 to 9 months 
 • Coughing, nasal congestion, fatigue and breathlessness all decrease. 
 • The voice becomes clearer. 
 • The vibrating hairs in the respiratory route regenerate and become better able to eliminate waste, which in turn helps protect 

against infection. 
 • The body becomes more energetic. 

1 years 
 • The risk of cardiovascular disease is halved. 
 • For a woman, in the first few years after quitting, the risk of contracting cervical cancer declines to the same level as for women who 

have never smoked. 

5 years 
 • The risk of contracting cancer of the mouth, throat and esophagus is halved.  For average smokers (one pack per day), the death rate 

from lung cancer is also halved. 
 • Between 5 and 15 years after quitting, the risk of stroke declines to the same level as for non-smokers. 

10 years 
 • The death rate from lung cancer is similar to that of non-smokers. 
 • Precancerous cells are replaced by healthy cells. 
 • The risk of contracting cancer of the mouth, throat, esophagus and bladder declines. 

15 years 
 • The risk of heart attack is similar to that of non-smokers. 

So you want to stop smoking?
 Visit the interactive version of the site which offers a proven method to free yourself from your tobacco addiction

Source: The iQuitNow files at: http://www.jarrete.qc.ca
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ACTIVITY – AUTUMN WALK

30 Minutes of Physical Activity CAPSULE

HEALTHY LUNCHES!

5 portions of fruits and vegetables CAPSULE

Planning is the key to success
You can make lunches in a snap if you learn to plan properly. Here are a few tips:

 1. Make a list of your family’s top 15 favourite lunches that are easy to make and liked by everyone. Think of items in different 
categories:

   • Sandwiches • Hot dishes
   • Salads • Dairy and fruit desserts

This stock list will make it easier to plan a variety of lunches everyone will enjoy.

 2. Get the kids involved in making their lunches—you’ll save time and they’re 
  more apt to like what they eat.
 3. Cook large quantities of food and make lunches with the leftovers.
 4. Prepare raw veggies in advance and divide up fruit sauces and yogurt.
 5. Set aside a section of the refrigerator for lunch foods.
 6. Make lunches in the evening, after dinner. 

Review your top 15 favourite lunches every two months and add new recipes.

Take advantage of fall and do some hiking on October 5, 2013. Departure will be at 9:45 a.m. at Tamaracouta 
Scout Camp located at 499 Tamaracouta. Volunteers will be waiting at the reception. The walk will last about an hour.

To find other activities to do this autumn, you may consult the “Répertoire des ressources en activité physique dans la MRC 
d’Argenteuil” (“Directory of physical activity resources within Argenteuil’s MRC”) available on the website: www.argenteuil.qc.ca 
under the tab Services/Health, Leisure and Quality of life.

OPENING SOON – NEW NON-MOTORIZED TRAILS IN MILLE-ISLES

Finally, two new non-motorized trails are about to be available and open to the public. One will be located inside Hammond-Rodgers 
Park and the other will link route 329 with chemin Hammond. In fact, this latter one will have a few parking spaces for those wishing to 
start their route on the West side of the municipality. More information will be forthcoming; keep an eye on your mail!

“L’AUTRE VERSANT” SNOWSHOEING TRAIL 

For the second consecutive year, the snowshoeing trail “L’Autre Versant” will be open to the public from December 15, 2013 to March 
31, 2014. You can look into the route’s map under the Services/Leisure tab at www.mille-isles.ca . The 2.6 km route is opens from 8 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. every day until the next winter season.

Source : http://www.healthchallenge.ca/en/features/zone-famille-aller-plus-loin/healthy-lunches

C 
qc.ca

If you wish to obtain municipal 
information on a specific subject, 

please let us know at 
info@mille-isles.ca

Find the monthly columns
My HEALTH in MIND 
at www.mille-isles.ca under the
“Health and Social Services” tab. 
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BIG CLEANUP WEEKEND ON OCTOBER 12 AND 13, 2013

For a second year, as we have received many requests from citizens wishing to burn their branches to clean up their property, the fire 
department is organizing another Big cleanup weekend this coming October 12 and 13. 

This having been said, the by-law no 2009-07 in effect concerning outdoor fires covers “branch fires” and dictates conditions for receiving 
an authorisation (permit). A team of six (6) firemen will be on patrol within the territory and will have a mandate to ensure 
that the prescribed safety regulations be respected during that weekend.

Citizens wishing to burn their branches will have to fill out the form “Authorisation request for an outdoor fire” 
available online and send it off to Mr. Alain Charbonneau, Director of the Fire Department and Public Safety, 
October 7, 2013 at the latest. An “on-site” permit request option will be available to citizens not having had 
the opportunity of requesting an authorisation before October 7.

However, any offender will be written into the register and a statement of offence 
will be sent by mail as stipulated by the 2009-07 by-law in effect.

FIREMEN’S FOOD DRIVE: 

Start preparing your foodstuff for the food drive as soon as November 1st, 2013. The drive’s date as well as other 
information will be sent out by mail during autumn. If you are not home during that day, you will be able to 
bring your donations to the municipal office starting October 1st.

Example of non-perishable foods:

 • Pasta • Canned goods (vegetables, spaghetti sauce, meat stew, canned fruit, etc.)
 • Cereals, cookies, granola bars • Cake and muffin mixes, etc.
 • Tooth paste, bars of soap • Toilet paper, facial tissue and diapers

VIACTIVE

Set up in 1988 by Kino-Quebec to get the 50+ to be more active, Viactive is finally back in Mille-Isles! 
Viactive will start again on October 4, 2013. This activity doesn’t require any registration and takes 
place every Friday at 1 p.m. It’s a free activity, given out by volunteers in both languages 
(French/English).

A message from the Fire Department

will take place in Argenteuil next November and December. 
Check the dates and vaccination areas with the 
Argenteuil Health and Social Services Centre.

THE 2013-2014 FLU VACCINATION CAMPAIGN
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“JOURNÉES DE LA CULTURE” ON SEPTEMBER 27, 28 AND 29, 2013!

GRANT FOR CULTURE
Did you know that there exists in Argenteuil’s MRC a cultural development fund for assisting artists, artisans and cultural 
organizations? It’s a simple process. Maximum aid of $1,000 per project. For more information, communicate with Catherine Lapointe, 
cultural development agent, at 450-562-2474, extension 2311.

UPDATE OF ARGENTEUIL CLD’S BUSINESS DIRECTORY
The Local Development Centre (CLD) of Argenteuil is presently updating the Territory’s Business Registry.

In order that your business be listed within the Registry, we ask that you fill out the available form on the website:  
http://cld.argenteuil.qc.ca/Accueil/affichage.asp?langue=1&B=207 and that you forward it to the CLD:

• By e-mail: vpoulin@argenteuil.qc.ca • By fax: 450-562-1635 • By mail: 540 rue Berry, Lachute (Qc), J8H 1S5

For more information, contact Valérie Poulin at the CLD at 450-562-8829, extension 2207.

AVAILABLE JOB: SKATING RINK SUPERVISOR, SEASONAL/PART TIME POSITION
Mille-Isles’ municipality is looking for candidates to fill tree (3) seasonal/part time position as a skating rink supervisor.

Responsibilities
Coming under the supervision of the Public Works department, your main responsibilities will be to ensure users’ safety, administer first 
aid in case of minor accidents, maintain the rink and the skaters’ room, proceed with the opening and closing of the premises and any 
other associated task that may be assigned.

Position’s requirements
• 16 years old or more
• First-aid worker card is an asset
• Be available evenings and weekends from December 1 to March 31 (this period is subject to changes depending on the weather)
• Bilingualism is an asset

Essential qualities
Punctuality, a feel for work well done, manual dexterity, resourcefulness and adequate physical strength for performing the various 
manual tasks like shovelling.

Comments
Any person interested must send us their curriculum vitae as well as their available schedule (day/evening/weekend)

Provided wages
$10.15/hour

To apply
Please send your CV to mauclair@mille-isles.ca or by mail at 1262 chemin de Mille-Isles, Mille-Isles (QC) J0R 1A0 to the attention of Mister 
Marc Auclair. For more information, please contact us at 450-438-2958, ext. 2605.

“Les Journées de la culture”, three days of interactive activities, discovery and appreciation of arts and culture, 
offered free to the public throughout Quebec.

Are you looking for something to do during that weekend? It’s very simple! Look for an activity using the search engine at your disposal 
on the website www.journeesdelaculture.qc.ca/activite-84.html and enter the details of your search: day, hour, city, type of activity, etc. 
and you’ll see everything there is to do within this region.

During the council session of June 5, 2012, Mille-Isles municipality proclaimed, through the issuance of a resolution, the last 
Friday of September as well as the two following days, each year, as “Journées de la culture” (Culture Days) with the objective of 
tangibly expressing its attachment to culture.
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EMERGENCY: 911

INFORMATIONS

The Municipal Council

Yvon Samson, Mayor
- Economic Developpment & Internet
- Governmental Affairs
- Inter-Municipal Relations
- Communications and marketing
ysamson@mille-isles.ca

Daniel Maurice, Seat # 2
Public Works and Municipal Buildings
dmaurice@mille-isles.ca

André Durocher, Seat # 1
Community Relations Committee
adurocher@mille-isles.ca

Michel Mégélas, Seat # 5
Community Relations Committee
mmegelas@mille-isles.ca

Noreen Howden, Seat # 6
Leisure & Volunteering, community
development and My health in mind
nhowden@mille-isles.ca

Louise Leblanc, Seat # 4
Urbanism, Environment and Forestry
Environmental health
lleblanc@mille-isles.ca

Municipal Services 450-438-2958

Yohann Champagne: 
Director in Urban planning
and environment
Ext. 2602
ychampagne@mille-isles.ca

Alain Charbonneau: 
Fire Departement Director
Ext. 2603
acharbonneau@mille-isles.ca

David Roy
Inspector in Urban planning 
and environment
droy@mille-isles.ca

Chrystine Slight: 
Administrative assistant
Ext. 2600
cslight@mille-isles.ca

Marc Auclair: 
Municipal Public Work
Ext. 2605
mauclair@mille-isles.ca

Marie-Andrée Lalonde: 
Accounting Assistant
Ext. 2601
comptabilite@mille-isles.ca

Nathalie Bouchard:
Head of Environment and
Municipal Leisure Activities
Ext. 2608
nbouchard@mille-isles.ca

Johanne Ringuette: 

General Director
Ext. 2620
jringuette@mille-isles.ca

INFO MILLE-ISLES’ ENGLISH VERSION
In this edition, the articles were translated using the services of the company HawkEye Service Club (Services Oeil de 
faucon in French). If you are unsatisfied with the translation, do not hesitate in letting us know. We will indicate that a 
specific text was not translated using the services of HawkEye Service Club and that it was provided as is in the event, 
for example,  that a text is translated by a group or association wishing to publish an article in Info Mille-Isles.

MEDAL REQUIRED
Canine Patrol: 450-434-9702

E-mail : patrouillecanine@videotron.ca

• Labour Day

• Thanksgiving

• December 24

• Christmas

• December 26

• December 31st

• New Year’s Day

• January 2

• Easter Friday

• Easter Monday

• Victoria Day

• Quebec Day

• Canada Day (Monday)

Town Hall
Monday to Thursday •  From 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. and from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Friday   •  From 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.

On the following holidays, municipal services aren’t available:

Alternating single collection of garbage and recyclables since September 2, 2013

2013 schedule for council’s regular meetings
• October 2, 2013 • November 13, 2013 • December 4, 2013

November 3, 2013Return to 
Standard Time 
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